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BY IOANNIS BRAS

P
eople are ready to travel again. They are eager to make
bookings as soon as there is a hint of travel restrictions
easing. 2021 will be the year we can all resume
travelling, though many measures and restrictions will
still be in place. May will probably be the month when

most European countries will begin to allow conditional travel to take
place, including cruise, and most of the cruise lines that will be
operating in Europe are working towards the time when they will
showcase their revised operational systems and test their newly
developed health and sanitation protocols.

In the third quarter last year, many cruise lines, including TUI,
MSC, Costa, Ponant, and AIDA, had a partial restart before the
second wave of the pandemic arrived. This was a great opportunity
to test the efficacy of their protocols. According to CLIA, more than

350,000 passengers cruised safely around Europe and the rest of
the world during that period, with almost zero infections detected
onboard. This proved that the protocols worked. Since October
2020, many new developments in technology, testing, and
operations have taken place, and this has added confidence to the
sector. 

Common rules
Many EU countries are pushing for standardised cruise

protocols. Greece, for example, is proposing the introduction of a
“vaccination certificate” that will minimise security control procedures
and eliminate testing and quarantine requirements. 

“Greece is planning a strategic reopening of tourism, and we are
working with all the stakeholders to ensure that all our guests will
arrive in Greece with the maximum safety and that they will enjoy
unique experiences in our destinations,” Harris Theoharis, Minister of
Tourism, told CruiseTimes. “Cruise is a very important sector of our
tourism. Recently we had a working meeting with 14 cruise lines to
discuss the road map for cruise restart. We are working towards a
full cruise reopening in mid-May, depending on the pandemic status,
and we hope to welcome back cruise ships soon.”

Some of these countries also call for the use of a common
Passenger Locator Form and the application of standardised control
access protocols through an agreed type of “rapid testing”, as well
as ensuring their availability. 

The idea is to establish a set of clear common travel rules among
the EU countries, creating green zones of movement among those
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non-EU countries and regions that have comparable protocols in
place, taking into account the progress of their vaccination
programmes.

New tools
Aside from developing protocols and relying

on vaccination programmes, the industry is
being equipped with new tools to ensure a safe
restart. New technological developments will
make life easier and safer. UV light and
disinfection technologies for detecting and
killing viruses are being tested. Air purification
systems are being installed that can efficiently
reduce the viral load in closed and open
spaces. Technology companies are currently
racing to test and market their products, so that
they can be ready when Europe reopens for
cruise business. 

Some of these tools are supported by
artificial intelligence technologies and can
identify, if needed, people who have been in
close contact with potential sources of infection
and automatically inform them if they need to be
tested or quarantined. 

Another technology already in use on cruise
ships is stations for measuring one’s
temperature that all passengers have to visit

daily. The big breakthrough, though, is the advances in rapid testing.
Several new technologies are being tested and verified as we speak,
such as an inexpensive, 30-second saliva test that can detect the
virus and inform the subject of the result via smartphone. 

When all these new tools are approved,
they will help the travel industry to move
forward faster, as it will be possible to test all
passengers before their return to the ship at
each destination and to perform random
testing at great speed. 

Recently, the new EU Healthy Gateways
CRPMs toolkit was published. It aims to help
decision-making at management and
operational levels by offering step-by-step
guides to the protocols, procedures, and
measures that need to be examined and
prepared. Ports around Europe and the world
now have a clear path to follow. The
evidence-based process identifies all relevant
parameters from a governmental level down
to a port operational level.

“For safe and gradual restart of cruise
ship operations, joint efforts are needed from
all stakeholders involved in responding to
public health events,” said Christos
Hadjichristodoulou, coordinator of EU Healthy
Gateways joint action and professor of

Christos Hadjichristodoulou, professor of
hygiene and epidemiology at the University of
Thessaly, and coordinator for EU Healthy
Gateways.
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Royal Caribbean International announced a strategic new move to base its newest ship,
Odyssey of the Seas, in the Israeli port of Haifa, offering Eastern Mediterranean
itineraries from mid-May. “We are grateful to the health and tourism ministers in Israel,
Greece, and Cyrus for their support in helping us make such wonderful Greece and
Cyprus itineraries a possibility this summer," Ben Bouldin, VP Europe, Middle East, 
and Africa, Royal Caribbean International told CruiseTimes.
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hygiene and epidemiology at the University of Thessaly. “The Covid-
19 pandemic demonstrated the need for investing, developing, and
maintaining public health capacities by both port management and
cruise operators.”

Mediterranean lead
Eastern Mediterranean will play a key role in European cruise

restart. At the beginning of March, based mainly on the success of
Israel’s vaccine programme, Royal Caribbean International
announced a strategic new move to initially base its newest ship, the
4,180-lower-berth Odyssey of the Seas, in the Israeli port of Haifa,
offering Eastern Mediterranean itineraries. Every aspect of this
operation will be closely monitored both by the cruise line and by all
the destinations that the ship and its passengers visit. Every step will
be reviewed and lessons learned.

Of course, the vaccine programme was not the only reason for
this decision. Other factors, such as strict protocols, must also be
conducive to this deployment, and step by step they are being put in
place to enable a gradual and tentative restart in the region. As well
as Haifa, other ports in the region have also been busy. “Rhodes port
will be ready to accept three cruise ships at the same time with all
protocols in place. We have upgraded our security measures, and
we have designed processes to cover all scenarios,” said Vasilis
Papaoikonomou, chairman of the Port of Rhodes.

The outlook for restart seems to be more assured day by day, as
more measures are put in place. “The situation is improving for our
industry in line with the evolution of the pandemic situation ashore,
and we hope to restart more ships in markets around the world that
we traditionally serve when local conditions permit us to do so,” said
Achille Staiano, vice president global sales, MSC Cruises, which

managed to test its protocols and successfully restarted operations
last year. 

“The most important thing that we’ve heard from guests who
have enjoyed their cruises since we restarted is that they all felt safe
– in fact, possibly safer than ashore in their normal everyday lives,”
said Staiano. “We worked tirelessly last year with ports and shore-
side communities, including relevant local authorities, in the
Mediterranean. They played an integral part in our safe return to
cruising. This will have to continue to be the case in other parts of the
world, as we see our sailing programmes develop. What is for sure is
that the successful ports will be those that engage fully with us and
have in place a like-minded, robust and rigorous protocol for the
well-being of our guests and, of course, our employees. The ports
we wish to call to in the future understand that, and I’m extremely
confident that they will match our exact standards.”

Beyond EU
More cruise lines are expected to follow suit and move their

ships to the Mediterranean for the coming summer and autumn
season. This strategy has a dual purpose. First, it will allow the ships
to restart operations and test the efficacies of their enhanced
protocols aboard, with passengers mainly from Europe, at least for
the initial months, followed by US guests. Second, it will showcase to
the US and other authorities around the world that the protocols can
work and that the ships are ready to safely start sailing again. 

Cruise ports around the world are now preparing for restart,
beginning with defining their capacities under the new restrictions,
defining local ground characteristics, and developing protocols and
emergency planning. 

In the US, many ports have also begun their restart preparations.

Harris Theoharis, Minister of Tourism,
Greece.

Achille Staiano, vice president global sales,
MSC Cruises.
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Ben Bouldin, vice president Europe, Middle
East & Africa, Royal Caribbean International.

The first Quantum-Ultra-class cruise ship, Odyssey of the Seas, will sail in Europe this summer. So
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MOBILE HANDWASH SYSTEM
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CruiseMaine, for example, is developing common safety protocols
and procedures with its member ports. “Cruise is an important part
of our economy in Maine, and it’s been a tough year,” said Sarah
Flink, executive director, CruiseMaine. “When cruising resumes, it’s
our goal to keep everybody safe, which is why our ten ports are
working together to build new processes and protocols in line with
best practices.”

Closer to the EU, in the UK, one of the first ports to begin active
restart preparations is the port of Orkney. “We have started our
preparations late last year by organising key stakeholder
presentations to explain the new process that needs to be followed,”
said Paul Olvhoj, business development manager for marine
services, Orkney Harbour Authority. “Next, we are analysing our
capacity and planning all our new protocols to exceed the industry
standards. Systematically, with the help of experts and in
cooperation with the cruise lines, we will be ready when the situation
allows it.” 

Quantifying capacities
One of the current challenges that ports and destinations face is

to calculate the capacity of the ports under the new rules. According
to the CRPM toolkit guidelines, each government should assess the
port capacities in terms of berthing and tender operations to prevent
passengers from one ship mixing with those from another. 

The threshold for starting and stopping receiving cruise calls
must also be quantified depending on the capacities of the
destination, hospitals, and quarantine hotels, as well as the so-called
operational classification categories of the ports (i.e., number of
confirmed Covid-19 cases category, and handling capacity category,
which comprises capacities for asymptomatic isolation, mild
symptom isolation, hospitalisation, and emergency evacuation). 

Since most cruise lines will start their excursion operations with
some kind of safety “bubbles”, each destination’s capacity must also
be calculated in respect to bus seating allowance and the number of

available buses in each area. This is very important, especially in the
first couple of months of operations, as the number of passengers
wishing to go on excursions might exceed the number of available
buses in that destination. 

Additionally, local group-size restrictions might apply when
visiting museums and other places of interest. Excursions must be
carefully timed and choreographed, taking local conditions into
consideration, and perhaps spread throughout the day instead of the
usual early-morning-only tours that prevailed before the pandemic. 

Vaccine triumph 
As we move on to the phase where more vaccines will be

available from more manufacturers and many more people will be
vaccinated, the situation for planning will change for the entire travel
industry. Some destinations might object to the “bubble” excursion
restrictions imposed by cruise lines, but in order to take the second
step and allow for eventual unfettered movement, the first step
needs to be taken carefully and protocols tested. This will need to be
reviewed based on local operations and pandemic status. 

“Green cruises”, with both crew and passengers fully vaccinated,
will emerge. This new norm will allow more movement and fewer
restrictions, but with measures like social distancing, disinfection,
and masks still in place. Several countries are already planning
“green corridors” among them under multilateral agreements, and
vaccinated travellers will not be required to be tested or quarantined
on arrival, thus minimising the entry control procedures and
restrictions. 

In order to attract cruise business, some countries actively offer
support to cruise lines’ efforts to vaccinate their crew. This will
influence the itinerary strategies of cruise lines, because at this stage
it is still very hard to source vaccines for crew. Most pharmaceutical
companies have binding agreements with governments, and cruise
lines are not at the top of their client lists. 

The next few months will be crucial. As the number of vaccinated
people rises, so will the demand for travel. The industry is expected
to have a good final quarter of 2021, with up to 70–80 per cent of the
fleet capacity mobilised. In this scenario, we expect the numbers to
grow from a market capacity of over 5.5 million in 2020 to over 22
million in 2021, with passenger volume expected to reach half of that
number. 

2022 will be a year of recovery, a year bearing more resemblance
to normality. 

Paul Olvhoj, business development manager,
Orkney Islands Council – Marine Services.

Sarah Flink, executive director, CruiseMaine. Vasilis Papaoikonomou, chairman, Port of
Rhodes.

According to CLIA, more than 350,000 
passengers cruised safely around Europe 
and the rest of the world during that period, 
with almost zero infections detected onboard. 


